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The world’s food production system has responded magnificently to the need to dramatically increase production
during the last few decades, to supply the growing human
population of the world. But the challenge continues,
driven by both the projected increase in population and
the wonderful improvement in living standards and diet
quality that will be the fortunate lot of many people in
the developing world. The need to continue to increase
food production with limited resources places the onus
squarely on the livestock industry to increase both efficiency and production.
Protecting the health of animals in future livestock
production systems will be paramount to successfully
meeting the food needs of the global human populations.
Disease elimination and exclusion of economically important agents have proven difficult at best, requiring
adoption of a multitude of functional management opportunities. One important component of health maintenance has long been the use of antibiotics. Thus, a high
level of efficiency and productivity requires healthy animals. Against this backdrop, other ethical and economic
concerns also focus attention and resources on keeping
animals healthy. Keeping animals healthy is a difficult
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challenge in any circumstances, but the difficulty is magnified by limitations on the use of such a powerful health
technology as antibiotics.
The convention has been historically to consider three
separate roles of antibiotics in animal production: therapeusis, prophylaxis and growth promotion. In practice,
the boundary between use for prophylaxis and growth
promotion has often been indistinct, so when use of antibiotics for ‘growth promotion’ is halted, there is often an
increase in disease (McEwen et al., 2003). The reasons
for reduction of antibiotic use in animal production may
be strong and valid, but the implementation of such reduction has dramatic impacts on the maintenance of animal health.
We believe the appropriate reaction to such a change is
to re-evaluate the entire health management system. Our
focus is on the pig industry, where the health management
programme, as we view it, centres on such characteristics
of the production system as multi-site production, pig
flow and weaning age. Other important components include biosecurity, sanitation, vaccines and dietary factors.
We reject the notion that we should simply seek ‘alternatives to antibiotics’ as too narrow, but there is strong evi-
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Table 27.1. An incomplete list of potential dietary technologies to improve pig health and productive performance.
Energy & protein
sources

Additives

Feeding
management

Spray-dried plasma

Immune egg
products

Low-protein diets

Milk protein
products

Mannan
oligosaccharides

Restricted feeding

Egg products,
conventional

Fructooligosaccharides

Fermented liquid
feed

Fibre/Alternate
cereals

Other
oligosaccharides

Lactose

Probiotics
Essential oils
Acids
Zinc oxide
Copper sources
Yeasts/yeast
products
Bacteriocins
Bacteriophage
Enzymes
Nucleosides

dence that some feed ingredients and other characteristics
of the feeding system can be important components of a
health management programme.
This chapter will focus first on the rich supply of feedbased health technologies now available for use by the
industry, and then will consider the practical and successful application of a wide range of health technologies for
pigs with reduced antibiotic use.

Feed-based Health Technologies
The group of technologies considered herein is restricted
to dietary ingredients that have physiological activity beyond provision of bioavailable nutrients, and to formulation practices and feeding methods that similarly alter
physiological conditions. Many of them are suggested to
provide benefits through impacts on microbial populations in the digestive tract and/or influence on immunity,
although other modes of action also fall within the scope

of this discussion. Consideration of microbial populations in the digestive tract draws attention to growth and
survival of pathogens, but also includes the potential importance of commensal bacteria.
The industry now has a rich supply of potential dietary technologies available for evaluation and use (Table
27.1). A thorough discussion of all of these potential dietary tools is beyond the scope of this paper, but some of
them are discussed in varying depth below.
This discussion relies somewhat on the powerful but
imperfect statistical approach of meta-analysis, a combination of experiments into a single statistical analysis.
Meta-analysis achieves substantial experimental power
through the amalgamation of several experiments, overcoming the fact that most single experiments have too
little experimental power to detect some important treatment effects. It also provides an unusually broad inference
space because of the range of conditions under which the
several experiments are conducted.
The results of a meta-analysis reflect the experiments
included, so it is important that those experiments are
representative of conducted or potential experiments. A
biased sample leads to biased results. That is a special
problem when dealing with the published literature because scientists or journals often choose not to publish
data that fail to show statistically significant differences
among experimental treatments. That regrettable choice
results in a bias in the refereed literature, which results
in an unavoidable bias in the results of a meta-analysis
based on the scientific literature. Note that this bias affects any review of the literature, but is most obvious
when the review is formalised and quantitative as in the
case of a meta-analysis. It likely overestimates the benefit
of dietary factors in some of the cases considered here.
Spray-dried Plasma
Two meta-analyses of the impact of spray-dried plasma
on the growth performance of young pigs were reported
in 2001 (Coffey and Cromwell, 2001; van Dijk et al.,
2001). Each found dramatic responses to plasma, with
mean increases in growth rate of 25% and 27%. Such
large increases in pig growth rate are rare, and the size of
the impact has driven the widespread adoption of spraydried plasma in diets for weaner pigs in spite of its relatively high cost.
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We have recently reviewed data that were not included in the earlier reviews, and found a mean increase in
growth rate of 23% (P<0.0001) when plasma was included in the diet, in good agreement with the earlier reviews.
We believe the positive bias often found in the literature is
unlikely to occur in this case, largely because most of the
recent studies have not been conducted to evaluate the effect of plasma, but to evaluate other products as potential
‘plasma replacements’. Thus, whether there is a response
to plasma may be largely irrelevant to a decision about
publication. The recent data indicate that the response to
plasma does not diminish with increased weaning age,
and does not appear to be strongly related to the protein
source the plasma replaces.
There is now strong evidence that spray-dried plasma in
the diet provides protection against enteric disease caused
by Escherichia coli (e.g. Bosi et al., 2001; Owusu-Asiedu
et al., 2003). This development has enormous practical
importance.
We still do not understand clearly the mechanisms
through which dietary spray-dried plasma improves
growth performance and protects against disease.
However, it is useful to remember that plasma carries
many physiological signals throughout the body, so it
contains functional components. The most likely mechanisms relate to increased feed intake and to protection
against disease.
Protective effects of plasma may derive from its immunoglobulin content (Pierce et al., 2005), from glycoprotein glycans which may block adhesion of pathogens
to intestinal binding sites (Nollet et al., 1999), or from immunomodulation. Dietary plasma appears to down-regulate the inflammatory process in healthy pigs (Touchette
et al., 2002), which may contribute to increased feed intake and direction of nutrients to productive functions.
However, in immune-challenged pigs, dietary plasma
stimulates immune function (Touchette et al., 2002), presumably providing protection.
Immune Egg Products
Hens immunised against pig pathogens produce antibodies
against those pathogens and deposit them in eggs. Those
eggs or their components can then be fed to pigs to provide
passive immunity to the diseases in question. Selection of
the most appropriate antigen and immunisation schedule
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appears critical to success. In most experiments published
to date, antibodies have been raised to surface antigens of
E. coli, including the K88 and F18 antigens.
It is now clear that this technology can be enormously
effective in reducing the percentage of pigs that die or
show clinical signs (e.g. Yokoyama et al., 1997; Marquardt
et al., 1999), although failures to provide benefits (e.g.
Chernysheva et al., 2003) must also be acknowledged. In
some cases, disease was largely controlled by spray-dried
plasma and there was no further benefit from immune
egg products (Owusu-Asiedu et al., 2003).
Acids
Addition of organic acids to pig diets has been suggested
to improve growth performance. The perceived mechanisms include reducing the pH of the stomach contents,
which in turn may improve nutrient digestion and change
the microbial populations in digesta. A second mechanism is that acids in undissociated form can enter bacterial cells, where they dissociate and damage or kill the
cell. Different acids may have different effects.
It is common to feed combinations of acids rather than
individual ones, and sometimes the combinations include
inorganic as well as the more common organic acids.
Unfortunately, most of the published data address single
acids.
A review of a substantial body of data (M.T. Che and
J.E. Pettigrew, unpublished) shows impressive increases
in growth rate of 12% (P<0.001) during the first 2 weeks
after weaning, 6% (P<0.001) during the first 4 weeks,
4% (P = 0.01) during the growing phase and 3% (P =
0.02) during finishing when acids are added to the diet.
The likely overestimation due to bias in the literature discussed above applies to these numbers to an unknown
extent. The response to acids is remarkably robust, with
no detectable influence in starting pigs of weaning age,
presence of animal proteins in the diet, growth rate or
acid inclusion level on the size of response. There also
appear to be increases in dry matter digestibility of one
percentage unit (P = 0.01) and in protein digestibility of 3
percentage units (P = 0.001).
Lactose
Lactose is an easily digested carbohydrate, but it may
also be a prebiotic (a compound that serves as a preferred
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substrate for certain bacteria and therefore encourages
their proliferation in the digestive tract). It has been suggested (Partanen et al., 2001) that dietary lactose may
stimulate the growth of organisms such as Lactobacilli
in the stomach, that the Lactobacilli ferment the lactose
to lactic acid, and the net effect may be similar to feeding lactic acid. Data from our laboratory (Palacios et al.,
2004) refute that suggestion, showing that dietary lactic
acid has impacts on conditions in the digestive tract that
are not mimicked by lactose.
Lactose improves the growth performance of young
pigs (Tokach et al., 1989) and is widely used their diets.
Mannan Oligosaccharide
Products described as mannan oligosaccharides contain
mannose, but are more complex than suggested by the
term, being preparations of the outer layer of the cell wall
of yeast. The mannose is key to one perceived mechanism of action of this product.
Most enteric pathogens must attach to the intestinal
wall in order to proliferate and cause disease; more specifically they attach to carbohydrates as the binding sites.
Several pathogens, including some E. coli, attach to mannose units on the mucosal surface. It is perceived that the
yeast cell wall fragment containing a mannose unit in the
lumen of the intestine may bind to the pathogens, preventing the pathogens from binding to the intestinal wall. The
product must survive the digestive processes and reach the
lower intestine in order to function in this manner. Recent
results from our laboratory (Miguel et al., 2006) confirm
that a mannan oligosaccharide product changes the microbial populations in the digestive tract of young pigs.
There is also growing evidence that mannan oligosaccharide modulates the immune system (Kim et al., 2000;
Shashidhara and Devegowda, 2003).
It is clear from a meta-analysis that a mannan oligosaccharide increases growth rate of young weaned pigs by
about 4% (P<0.01), with the response being larger where
pigs grow more slowly (Miguel et al., 2004). This metaanalysis did not rely completely on published data, so the
potential bias is reduced.
Fibre
Dietary fibre consists mainly of non-starch polysaccharides, carbohydrates that are not digested by the enzymes

produced by animals. Because they escape digestion in
the upper digestive tract, they are available for fermentation by the microbes that inhabit the lower gut to support
their proliferation. The question of whether dietary fibre is
either beneficial (Wenk, 2001) or detrimental (Hopwood
et al., 2004) in disease resistance is controversial.
Practical Experiences with Antimicrobial-free (ABF)
Pig Production
History and Challenges
Antibiotic-free (ABF) pork, the most extreme form of reduced antibiotic use, found its place in the US grocer’s
meat case during the early years of the 21 century). Its
development was driven largely by perceived marketing
opportunities created by consumer interest in ABF pork
which, in turn, was promoted by consumer advocacy
groups.
Many consumers continue to believe in the health benefits of consuming meat products from animals raised
free from antimicrobial (antibiotic) exposure, in spite of a
lack of clarity in the scientific literature about the amount
of antibiotic resistance in human medicine caused by use
of antibiotics in animal production (Phillips et al., 2004;
Lusk et al., 2006; Sørum et al., 2006; Zhang et al., 2006;
Duriez and Topp, 2007; Gilchrist et al., 2007; Macovei
and Zurek, 2007; McMahon et al., 2007).
It was soon discovered that production of ABF pork is
more expensive than production of conventional pork2).
The extra cost of ABF pigs occurs not only at the production level but also within the manufacturing, marketing
and advertising efforts of those companies offering ABF
products to the consumer. These added costs must be justified by higher value of the ‘branded’ ABF pork, but to
date only a few cuts of pork meat (loins, chops, etc.) have
captured the anticipated added value. The burden of the
1) ABF: Following accreditation the production takes place at premium
standard farms assuring that marketed animals have never received antibiotics through feed, water, or via injection from birth to slaughter.
The animals for these products are segregated during the production,
transportation, slaughter and fabrication processes to ensure product integrity. http://www.psfarms.com/process_verified_pork.html������������
�������������������������������������������������������������
. Editorial
comment: In contrast to the ABF production in USA, antimicrobials are
continuously used for therapy in the EU, regardless of the ban on the use
of antimicrobials for growth promotion.
2
) Comparison made with conventional production in USA where antimicrobials are used for therapy, prophylaxis and growth promotion.
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Figure 27.1. An example of a modern
‘Production Pyramid’ illustrating pig flow
and semen inputs. Movement is always
down the pyramid and never in an upwards vertical or horizontal direction.
Source: Rodney B. Baker.

added cost must be borne by the increased value of only
a small proportion of the final product. Most of the pig is
never recognised as a branded, value-added product.
Pig well-being/welfare issues are likewise significant
because ABF pigs typically suffer from endemic diseases
at a greater intensity than conventionally reared pigs in
the same production enterprise. Companies producing
ABF pigs run the risk of being singled out over welfare
issues by watchdog groups.
Thus far, large integrated systems have produced the
vast majority of the ABF pigs produced in the United
States, contrary to the expectation that ABF production
would favour small producers. There are many reasons for
this unintended consequence; primarily the inconsistency
of supply and quality coming from the small pig farms has
not met the needs of the modern food service industry.
Role of Breeding Herd Health
Producing healthy pigs is essential for competitiveness
and begins with the health status of the breeding herd.
Large operations typically move pigs down a production
pyramid (Figure 27.1) beginning with the genetic nucleus
where genetic progress is made. Pigs of this generation
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move to the multiplication level of production, which
performs the duty of producing the replacement breeding
animals (parent stock) whose offspring become the vast
majority of pigs harvested for pork meat. The pyramid
is similar for ABF and conventionally reared pigs. The
health status of the market pigs is a result of the original
health status of the nucleus level stock, as well as the deterioration of health status that occurs as pigs move down
the pyramid to the different levels of production (Baker,
2006), ending at the harvest segment. This deterioration
is due to lapses in knowledge or implementation of biosecurity at each step of the process, reflecting the presence of multiple weaknesses of exclusion, management
and containment. All pig production systems suffer from
this deterioration of health and struggle with the development and implementation of functional strategies which
exclude or control pathogens. However, these strategies
are especially critical when producing ABF pigs.
Production systems of all sizes struggle to maintain
animal health. Small farms may claim innate biosecurity
advantages but typically lack the veterinary sophistication, expertise, production infrastructure and motivation
required to capture this opportunity. Small producers
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have also failed to meet the supply, uniformity and meat
quality needs of the food service industry, a failure that to
date has limited their sustainability in the market place.
Role of Growing Pig Health
Most of the significant added costs of ABF production
arise from 1) interventions to maintain pig health, and 2)
the poor health resulting from the inadequacy of those
interventions. Although there are many useful tools for
maintaining health, usage of additional immune stimulation products in the growing pig is common. Most efforts are directed at controlling the effects of population
endemic bacterial and viral agents. Pathogen exclusion
efforts are also costly and are addressed below in the biosecurity section. Numerous vaccinations not routinely
used in conventional production are frequently utilised in
ABF production with varying results. Streptococcus suis
(S.suis), Haemophilus parasuis (Hps), Actinobacillus
suis (A.suis), Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae (App),
Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae (M.hyo), Lawsonia intracellularis (ileitis), Erysipelas, Salmonella, Escherichia
coli (E.coli), Porcine Reproductive and Respiratory
Syndrome virus (PRRS), multivalent swine influenza
(SIV), Porcine Circovirus Type 2 (PCV2) and other commercial or autogenous vaccines are frequently administered to a needle-wary pig. Unfortunately, most of these
vaccines have variable efficacy and often are of marginal or reduced value in ABF pigs. Many of the vaccines
available for use in the US produce little value in highchallenge conditions.
A ‘closed herd’ where replacement stocks are produced within the farm may have a stabilising health effect
for many of the agents plaguing ABF production, but this
strategy has not been an effective deterrent against PRRS,
the most costly swine disease of US pigs (Neumann et al.,
2005) and the most difficult to control. Other somewhat
more effective methods of ABF health control include
all-in, all-out pig flow by age group (rooms, houses, &
sites), small population size, detergent wash and disinfection between groups, continuous sanitation, single
sourced pigs, geographical isolation, delayed weaning
age, frequent hand washing, and other sound husbandry
practices. Overall, ABF production is much like flying an
airplane; inherently safe but disastrous results may occur
from even minor human errors or natural events.

Freedom from Specific Disease Agents
When pigs are free from Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae
and PRRS virus, ABF production can compete on a cost
of production basis with conventionally raised pigs. Feed
conversion may be slightly depressed but growth rates,
mortality and morbidity may be comparable to conventional production counterparts that are challenged with
these agents. Thus, disease freedom is a logical opportunity to improve the lot of the ABF pig, avoiding excessive
losses. Several methods of elimination of PRRS virus and
M. hyo have evolved since the mid 1990s. Eradication
methods are simple and generally cost-effective providing
these agents can be excluded for periods longer than 12
months. Successful long-term ABF production requires
freedom from PRRS virus, Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae,
Actinobacillus pleuropneumoniae and as many of the
eradicable agents as possible. Unfortunately, exclusionary biosecurity strategies have largely been impotent in
geographical areas of the US with heavy pig density.
Biosecurity
Functional biosecurity is especially important in ABF
systems. It may be divided into three significant areas
of concern in all pig production systems: external biosecurity (bio-exclusion), internal biosecurity (bio-management) and agent containment (bio-containment). All are
especially valuable in ABF production due to the lack of
antibiotic interventions.
Bio-containment applies when a new agent enters a
system or industry. Often a new agent enters a segment of
production (i.e. boar stud) only to be transmitted to other
sites because functional (effective) biosecurity methods
are lacking. As discussed, internal biosecurity measures
are those methods that reduce the impact of disease agents
already present in the operation. This is accomplished by
reducing the dose of the agent, increasing herd immunity
to the agent, controlling the timing of infection and reducing environmental and biological stress. External biosecurity is designed to prevent a the introduction of a
new agent, and individual agents often require specific
interventions. Before designing exclusionary biosecurity
strategies, the ‘ecology’ (complete life cycle) of a specific
agent must be reasonably understood. Unfortunately, we
often do not have full knowledge of these life cycles as
is the case with PRRS virus. One last generality worth
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considering is that if a farm does not have security against
sabotage or other crimes, then functional biosecurity is
lacking. Uncontrolled entry of people is often responsible for introduction of new disease agents. ABF pigs are
most susceptible to new agents, thus allowing entry of
unwanted intruders leaves the population open to new
disease introduction.
ABF biosecurity strategies should be developed utilising a Hazard Analysis Critical Control Point (HACCP)
approach. Knowledge from scientifically applied field
trial methodology, peer-reviewed publications and significant field experience should be heavily relied upon when
establishing the critical control points. Extensive interviews and inputs from all farm staff should be included
in the early stages of the hazard analysis assessments.
Without participation of the farm employees, many critical control points (CCP) will be overlooked. Once the
CCPs are identified, then and only then can intervention
strategies be developed. Only those evidence-based intervention strategies that have demonstrable usefulness
in the field are applicable. A hierarchy of interventions
based on relative risk assessment can then be developed,
in the end focusing on those factors which have the greatest impact and opportunity for success. A formula which
is helpful in ranking appropriate biosecurity implementation decisions is as follows:
Biosecurity Intervention Value (BIV) = DEV * RR – IC
DD
					
where:
DEV = Disease Exclusion Value per pig per year (typically greater in ABF pigs)
RR = percentage Risk Reduction per year for each intervention
DD = Degree of Difficulty (Ranking 1-10, with 10 = very
difficult to implement and maintain)
IC = Intervention Cost per pig per year
This formula facilitates analysis of each agent and each
intervention strategy. These computations can then be
used for choosing those strategies that have a final BIV
greater than zero. Although arbitrary, the DD allows us
to consider a customised score for the complexity of an
intervention and the ability of the farm staff to adopt, implement and sustain an intervention procedure or proc-
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ess. It becomes farm- or system-specific, which is ideal
in practice. If the risk of several diseases can be reduced
by the same intervention, then the DEVs can be added
together and the sum entered into the equation. As multiple agents are considered, the strength of the intervention
strategy becomes apparent. Of course we do not know all
the risk factors, values of disease exclusion or the percentage RR, but from the risk assessment tool, published
information and biosecurity experts, one can arrive at reasonable approximations. Developing a value equation for
each disease is often a matter of benchmarking diseased
pigs with those that are disease-free in the same system.
Some average disease cost numbers have been published
and also useful benchmarks. The amount of RR for each
biosecurity intervention and the perceived value for exclusion helps us arrive at a logical expectation for those
interventions. With this approach only those interventions
that have a value greater than zero are applied.
Calculating IC can be difficult and often relies on farm
or industry experience. For example, the cost of building a shower facility is relatively straightforward but the
variable costs associated with implementing showers for
all who enter the farm are highly variable. Clothing costs,
frequency of replacement, increased water use, shampoo,
soap, washing machine, clothes dryer, added electrical
usage, employee work time, morale, employee retention
and many other details should be objectively calculated. It
is useful to compare showering to exchange of boots and
outerwear, but when working with ABF pigs best practices are needed. Downtime rules often create significant
costs but have very limited exclusion value. Determining
IC for downtime rules is difficult but no more difficult
than the calculation of its DEV. Establishing universal
DEV and IC for each economically important disease
agent is worthy of considerable research dollars. Many of
these issues must be solved before ABF production can
compete in the US and global marketplace.

Conclusions
The livestock industry has a key responsibility to contribute meaningfully to producing enough food for the
world’s people while limiting resource use. The animals
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in production systems must be healthy in order to meaningfully meet that goal, and also to provide adequate
well-being of the animals. Reduction or elimination of
antibiotic use increases markedly the challenge of keeping animals healthy, and it demands attention to the entire
herd health management programme.
The industry now has available a rich supply of feed
ingredients that may improve animal health, and a few
of them are reviewed here. Spray-dried plasma provides
dramatic benefits, and immune egg products, acids, lactose, mannan oligosaccharide and others appear useful.
The impact of dietary fibre is unclear.
Producing pigs without antibiotics clearly increases
costs; US consumers have been willing to pay that additional cost for only certain cuts. Antibiotic-free (ABF)
pigs are generally less healthy than conventionally produced pigs. The production of ABF pigs in the US has
been dominated by large integrated production systems
because they can provide the consistency of volume and
quality needed. Producing pigs without antibiotics intensifies the need to manage pig health throughout a production pyramid. Vaccines and management strategies
are useful but often inadequate. Elimination of PRRS
and Mycoplasma hyopneumoniae is very useful when
producing ABF pigs. Functional biosecurity is critical; a
method for evaluating specific biosecurity interventions
is described.
Overall, ABF production is much like flying an airplane; inherently safe but disastrous results may occur
from even minor human errors or natural events.
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